wrong, and then constructs a new theory, based on the shape and location of coral formations, on coral's inability to grow at depths greater than 30 fathoms, and most of all on a scenario for which he had no evidence: that each reef or atoll represents the outer limit of an island that has slowly subsided into the ocean. Read this chapter, if only to be struck by its masterly fusion of acute observation and trenchant imagination, capped by Darwin's challenge: "… I venture to defy any one to explain in any other manner how it is possible that numerous islands should be distributed throughout vast areas -all the islands being low -all being built of corals, absolutely requiring a foundation within a limited depth from the surface." Although no more than the product of Darwin's imagination in 1839, the theory is now known to be correct.
Three decades ago, Darwin's heroic image helped push me into a career in cell and molecular biology. For biologists of the 21st century, Beagle's message has become even more critical. We are inundated with floods of information about genomes, regulatory mechanisms, molecular machines, protein folds, developmental programs, neural networks and social behaviors. Overwhelmed by the challenge of trying to understand life in all its complexity, we may turn to easier tasks, such as mutating an active site, knocking out a gene, tagging another protein with GFP -like 19th century naturalists naming yet another beetle or, even, another finch. Real imagination is hard work, and it's tempting to avoid dealing with complexity.
Darwin's example can help us resist this natural temptation. We cannot hope to match his limitless energy and penetrating intelligence but we can try to emulate his spirit. This means being open to new experience and ideas. It means trying always to focus on the truly big questions, realizing that the problem at hand is never more than an example. Perhaps most important, we must learn to take delight in using our imagination, especially at the edge of what we know. As Darwin wrote: "The limit of man's knowledge in any subject possesses a high interest, which is perhaps increased by its close neighborhood to the realms of imagination." 
Quick guide

Structural genomics Jeffrey Bonanno
Also known as… … Structure-based functional genomics or proteomics. Its close cousin is structural bioinformatics.
What is it?
Just what it sounds likea way of identifying the structures and functions of all proteins. As the Human Genome Project nears completion, the enormous task looms of assigning functions to the estimated 100,000 products of the genes identified. Structural genomics encompasses the necessary next step of developing a database of three-dimensional representations for all globular proteins, along with the results of associated functional assays.
Sounds like a big job, right? It is but, fortunately, nature and evolution have conspired to 'recycle' protein structures. In all protein gene products, it's thought that there are only 3,000-5,000 distinct three-dimensional organizations ('folds' or 'domains'). The exact composition of a polypeptide chain can vary while the general fold remains the same; sometimes polypeptide chains that differ by more than 80% can adopt the same general fold. The existing Protein Data Bank, in which published protein structures are deposited, contains about 800 discrete folds.
So, how is it done?
The conservation of protein folds allows proteins to be categorized into families on the basis of sequence similarity. Thus, a database containing structural information about certain proteins would allow 'homology modeling' (the use of a known three-dimensional structure to create plausible models of other related sequences) of all the members of any given family. Statistical analysis suggests that the determination of as few as 10,000 new protein structures would provide enough information (in combination with those folds already in the database) to model almost all of the protein universe.
It still sounds like a big job… … It is, and it's only in the early stages. Several groups have started pilot projects. A typical project begins with computational analysis of complete genomes to identify sequences likely to represent globular domains that are not described in the current database. After subcloning, expression and purification, the protein library would then be interrogated (with crystallography or solution NMR and ligand-binding or enzymatic assays) to determine structure and function. Of course, doing things one protein at a time would take far too long; currently, only 100-200 new folds are appearing each year. The proposed new methods center around the development of high-throughput, automated techniques, and a whole bunch of new biotechnology Magazine R871
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companies has jumped on this particular bandwagon.
How will we know when it's done?
Today's computational methods can generate reasonable homology models with a minimum of 30% sequence identity within a family. Once a genome is completed and subdivided into families that are 30% identical, it is easy to calculate how many structure determinations are necessary to yield models for that genome. Our accountants, the bioinformaticists, estimate we will need 10,000 new structure determinations to model the whole protein universe.
So what's the point?
Identifying structures of the products of genes associated with disease will help in defining disease mechanisms and aid drug discovery. The protein libraries will provide samples for assays, protein chip design and diagnostics. And, of course, the accumulated information will give insight into the elusive question of how proteins fold and function. has given support to the US effort. Don't say… … "Structural genomics is going to put [name your favorite NMR wiz here] out of business." Do say… … "I can't wait to get my hands on that protein fold database so I can attack the more challenging biophysical problems."
Where can I find out more? These sequential images of inverting embryos show actin filaments (red) and nuclei (blue) on the left, and Nomarski images (green) superimposed onto them on the right. Before inversion, actin surrounds individual nuclei (top). When inversion begins, the localization pattern of actin filaments changes, as they seem to knit the cells together along their outer ends (second row). Throughout, the actin filaments remain visible in the pre-inverted region but disappear from cells moving to the post-inverted region (third and fourth rows). These actin dynamics are important because actomyosin-dependent contraction of the embryo is essential for completion of inversion. For details see Nishii I. and Ogihara S., Development 1999, 1 12 26 6:2117-2127. Images reproduced with permission from Development and provided by Ichiro Nishii, Department of Biology, Washington University, St Louis, Missouri 63130, USA.
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